WITHIN   A   THOUSAND   FEET   OF   THE   TOP
without whose lead it is probable that the other three
would all have refused to go on.
One did hold back; but the others were at last per-
suaded to come on, although Semchumbi had had his
knee cut by a falling stone and it looked a bit sore. I
take off my hat to him, and to Narbu Ishay, the other
starter ; but I make a more profound obeisance to Lhakpa
Chedi, a real sportsman with guts. It seemed a sad con-
trast when I last saw him, a waiter in a Darjeeling cafe,
dispensing ices and creamy cakes to painted and " permed "
English ladies.
We struggled up the easy mountain-side, hampered only
by our own physical condition and by poor Semchumbi's
knee, but most of all by the atmosphere. Norton and
two porters went on in front, while I helped Semchumbi
by carrying part of his load—only a few pounds, but hard
' work. At last we reached the others, where we found the
camp site being levelled—at a place with good shelter
behind a rock, at a height of 26,800 feet. A bit too low,
but still—we had done 2,000 feet a day with ease up to
now; and there was little more than 2,000 feet left for
the morrow.
The three stout fellows who had got our stuff—tent,
bedding, and food, nearly 50 Ib. in all—up to this height,
and without whose aid we would have been at that moment
retreating, were sent down to Camp 4 with a note describ-
ing their prowess and suggesting reward by suitable gas-
tronomic methods. Norton and I settled down to melt
snow for to-night's supper and to-morrow's breakfast,
looking out from time to time at our porters bucketing
down the mountain-side, and far beyond them at a sunset
all over the world, as it seemed—from the rosy fingers of
Kangchenjanga in the east, past the far-distant peaks of
mid-Tibet, separated from us by several complete ranges
of mountains, to Gaurisankar and its satellites in the west,
black against the red sky. I remember a curious sensation
while up at this camp, as if we were getting near the edge
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